
Can applicants come together from different companies and form a team to participate for a concept / 
idea presentation, in this case what should they put as the company name?

Yes, the participation can be cross industry/ function.
i) If the Idea is already implemented, participants can choose to write the name of the company in which the 

projected is being implemented.
ii) In case the idea is a pitch presentation participants can share any one company’s name that participant 

belong to or Choose others as an option.

Can consultants / freelancers participate?

Yes freelancers and consultants can also participate, although they need to validate and support their 
credentials of projects handled in the past and state the name of the client company where it was 
implemented.

Can someone present any initiative from their past organization?

Yes, individual/ teams can present ideas implemented/pitched from their past organizations. Participants 
should be mindful of any conflict of interest and will be solely responsible for the discretion.

Can participants have multiple themes in same project?

Ideally participants should be able to segregate their project basis the 3 themes. In case there are two or more 
themes which fit the project, please choose one of the themes which depict the project better than the other 
and covers all your contest design details are aligned to that theme.

Can winners shortlisted in Genesis 1.0 and 2.0 be part of Genesis 3.0?

Yes, winners/shortlist from genesis 1.0 can be a part of the competition, in the same or different combination 
of teams and can also participate individually, provided the idea/white paper presentation theme should be 
different.

How many projects can be submitted by an individual / team?

There is a capping of two project / Idea presentation per person; Individual/ team or a combination of both.

Do we have to come in person for the presentation?

This is year amidst the pandemic all the rounds of shortlisting including the finale in the national conference 
will be conducted virtually.

From where do we get to know about the further steps process of selection post the application form 
submission?

Frequent communication will be share with you from Genesis PMO team on the email ID and phone number 
registered with us.

FAQsQ A

WHOM SHOULD WE REACH OUT TO IN CASE OF ANY QUERY?
 Click on Brochure for details on timelines

 Click on CII HR Conclave for any other details.

 Avik Sengupta 9051236800 avik.sengupta@rpsg.in East

 Nimish Dhairyawan 9819032233 nimish.dhairyawan@acclimited.com North

 Arpita sabat 9040249864 arpita.sabat@aisect.org  South

 Rameez Raza 8879216856 rraza1@its.jnj.com West

 Darshika Khare 9819588285 dkhare@its.jnj.com West


